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The Talk Show
by Albert Goldbarth
. . . in 1930, The Bell Telephone Company commissioned one o f their
employees, Karl Jansky, to fin d out why the new car radios suffered from
static. Jansky set up radio antennae, and heard a steady hiss coming from
the direction o f the Milky Way. Radio astronomy was bom thirty years
later.
—James Burke

A woman “heard angels.” The paper says angels
sussurra’d her body, rang their praises daylong
through its reedy places, stirred her
smallest water. And elsewhere, Larry
“Dude Man” Chavez raises his #2 wrench
indifferently overhead on the C-track tightening line,
and feels something like lightning— only
there isn’t lightning— beam to the wrench head,
branch down his arm, make all of his muscles
electric feathers, then exit his other arm out
its guttering candelabrum fingers and into
the frame of the Ford. It’s stored
there. It happens. We all know it happens.
The cops and the hospital nightshift crew know
what a full moon means, and
if their decades of statistics don’t cut diddlysquat
with you, here’s someone being wheeled in
from a 3-car smashup while the universe hums
its lunar kazoo, and adrenalin everywhere dervishes.
And statistics on sunspots, and suicides.
And statistics on lines of magnetic pull,
and conception. We’re the few but beautiful
units of the first day of the cosmos
densed-up over time; when the lady I love
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flaps suddenly in sleep like a wire discharging, it
makes sense as much as anything— bad dreams,
zinged nerves— to simply say w e ’re where
the Big Bang ripples to the limits of a continuous medium,
flickers a little, kicks. I ’ve disappointed her
sometimes; and so, myself. I ’ve left the house then,
while she slept, and while my neighbors slept, as if
I could walk noise out of myself
through darkness, finally dialing-in
the talk show where the blood calls with its question,
and the “sky,” whatever that is, whatever portion we are
of it or once were, answers. And
I’ve walked past where the university’s planetarium
dish-ear swivels hugely for the far
starcrackle Karl Jansky more primitively
dowsed. It happens any size; that woman? picked up
cop calls on her IUD, the paper adds, in bubble-bursting
glee. Although if angels are voices beyond us
in us, everyone’s umbles are singing hosannahs
under their everyday wamble and gab. I ’ve
slipped back into bed some nights and clasped her
till I slept, then woke to her heart
in my ear, that mysterious sound,
on earth as it is in heaven.
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